
YOUR BENEFITS:

 Review Your Dentist
and Earn Rewards

HOW IT WORKS 
IN 5 STEPS: 

HOW TO EARN
REWARDS:

INVITE YOUR DENTIST
Add your dentist to Trusted Reviews and
we will invite them to claim their profile.
Fill in the details of their dental practice
and our team will check the provided data.
No limits. You will be rewarded for every
real entry!

WRITE TRUSTED REVIEW
Earn DCN rewards for your genuine feedback.
Follow the link in the review invitation you
received by your dentist or ask for one from
the “REQUEST INVITE” button on your dentist’s
profile page. Bonus tip: make a video testimonial
to get more DCN tokens for your valuable insights!

INVITE FRIENDS
Invite your friends to join Dentacoin
Trusted Reviews and get a referral bonus
upon their registration. Share your unique
referral code or send invites via email from
https://account.dentacoin.com/invite.

GET IN TOUCH
For any inquiries, do not hesitate to write us at 

reviews@dentacoin.com

Browse dental practices in your area by location,
dentist or clinic name. Compare ratings and read
patient reviews to help you make an informed choice.
No registration needed.

Sign up at:  https://reviews.dentacoin.com to start
contributing. Register with your Facebook or Civic
account to confirm your (human) identity.  

Receive a review invitation from your dentist by
email or WhatsApp or request an invite. Follow
the invite link, write a review and get rewards
in DCN cryptocurrency. 

No invite link from your dentist? You can still rate
their services! Ask to be verified as a real patient
after submitting your feedback and you will earn
rewards upon verification.

Share your review on social media or recommend
your dentist to your friends through Dentacoin
Trusted Reviews and help others make the right choice.

Make your patient voice heard and get rewards
in Dentacoin (DCN) crypto currency for your
valuable feedback

Read genuine, unfiltered feedback from real
patients and find the best dentists in your area

Spend your DCN rewards to cover dental
expenses, exchange to your national currency
or buy gift cards and products
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